What's your passion? Is it to think up sustainable solutions? Push A.I. forward? Support local communities? Whatever your passion is, we believe that the best ideas come from bringing together different perspectives.

That's why Rio Tinto’s graduate program brings together people from different backgrounds to work toward a common goal: to make our future better. Do you want to drive change? It's time to come together and create tomorrow with a graduate role at Rio Tinto.

We're looking for graduates and students from a range of degrees for different areas across our business including (but not limited to):

- **Engineering** – All degrees
- **Sciences** – Geoscience, Environmental
- **Technology** – Data Science, Software, Computing, Robotics
- **Humanities** – Arts, Law, Health & Safety, Archaeology
- **Business** – All degrees

We're also looking for continuing uni students to join our Vacation Program and experience day-to-day life at Rio Tinto. The best part is it gives you the opportunity to secure a grad position at the end of the program.

**Eligibility:**

- **Graduate Program** – final year of study/have recently graduated
- **Vacation Student Program** – penultimate year or students in 2nd or 3rd year

**About Rio Tinto:**

Every idea, every innovation, every little thing the world calls ‘progress’ begins with a first step, and someone willing to take it: explorers, inventors, entrepreneurs. Pioneers.

For nearly 150 years, Rio Tinto has been a company of pioneers – generations of people spanning the globe, all with the grit and vision to produce materials essential to human progress. Our iron ore has shaped skylines from Shanghai to Sydney. Our aluminium – the world’s first to be certified “responsible” – helps planes fly and makes cars lighter. Our copper helps wind turbines power cities and our boron helps feed the world and explore the universe. Our diamonds help us celebrate the best parts of life.

We were proud to be named the “Most Popular Mining & Resources Employer” in Australia’s 2022 GradConnection Top 100 Graduate Employers Awards.

---

**Including you:**

We particularly welcome and encourage applications from Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people, women, the LGBTI+ community, mature workers, people with disabilities and people from different cultural backgrounds.

We are committed to an inclusive environment where people feel comfortable to be themselves. We want our people to feel that all voices are heard, all cultures respected and that a variety of perspectives are not only welcome – they are essential to our success. We treat each other fairly and with dignity regardless of race, gender, nationality, ethnic origin, religion, age, sexual orientation or anything else that makes us different.

**Our approach:**

We were proud to be the first mining company to embrace Indigenous land rights in Australia in the 1990s, and we continue to recognise that our Australian mines are on land that has belonged to Indigenous groups for tens of thousands of years. We respect their ongoing deep connection to Country and recognise that Indigenous Australians continue to hold vast knowledge about it. Today, we have many agreements with Traditional Owners globally. These community agreements are long-term, often with horizons beyond 50 years, and they help us establish relationships and run our business in a way that delivers mutual value.

**Apply today**

Join us and pioneer a career that will not only build your future, but drive progress for us all.

**Apply at riotinto.com/graduates**

Please note, in order to be considered for this role you must complete all pre-screening questions.
Our commitment to advancing Indigenous leadership:

In 2020, we made a $50 million investment to increase and nurture Indigenous leadership, with a focus on professional roles to ensure that we have a stronger representation of diverse voices at our decision-making tables across all of our businesses in Australia.

Graduates are our future leaders and we need more Indigenous graduates to shape who we are – engineers, data scientists, accountants, lawyers, health and safety officers – and more!

As an Indigenous employee in a professional role (including graduates), you’ll be supported by the Indigenous Leadership team through bespoke and accelerated development activities matched to your aspirations. This includes:

Two-way mentoring:

You’ll have the opportunity to be matched with a senior leader in our Australian business through our two-way mentoring program. It’s designed to foster strong connections between senior leaders and Indigenous employees, where leaders learn from Indigenous employees while supporting them to grow their career.

Coaching:

Coaching is one of the most powerful developmental tools to level up your skills and evolve behaviours. You’ll have the opportunity to work with an experienced coach from the Leadership Success organisation who will help you to focus attention on the things that matter most for a duration of 12 months. They’ll give you practical support, provide tools related to your individual goals and challenges, and guide you in how you can apply these on the job.

Indigenous networking:

There’s no denying the power of having a strong network around you, so connecting you with other Indigenous employees is an important part of our work to support Indigenous employees across Australia.

These development offerings are in addition to the suite of training, development activities, tools and career opportunities available as part of the Rio Tinto Graduate Program.

- Gamification simulation: Learn fundamental leadership skills by leading a virtual team to success with our gamified leadership simulation activity.
- Grad talks: Be inspired by Rio Tinto leaders as they share their knowledge, experiences and career stories, and challenge your thinking and gain outside-in perspective from futurists and external thought leaders.
- Mine to Market showcase: Understand the Rio Tinto value chain through interactive sessions delivered by experts from across the business.
- Masterclass series: Acquire a toolkit focused on future skills to inspire innovation, creativity and out of the box thinking through a series of courses, advisory sessions and pitch panels.
- Innovation project: Join forces with graduate colleagues to propose solutions for current or future business challenges, applying learning from the Masterclass series.
- Global grad networking: Exchange and collaborate with your fellow graduates via Yammer, the Graduate Champions network, or Virtual Coffee Roulette.
- Digital learning: Boost professional growth by accessing world-class digital learning materials via LinkedIn Learning and our Graduate Insights.
- Graduate festival: Pitch innovation ideas and projects, and celebrate the completion of your Graduate journey.

What will you do to make the most of this world of open opportunity? Apply at riotinto.com/graduates